
ASTEX[1] is a prototype tool to partition C codes between general purpose cores and hardware accelerators
(GPU, FPGA, coprocessor, ...). The input of the tool is a runable application. Using runtime data, ASTEX
extracts part of the code and provides speculative information on data structure accesses. HMPPTM

directives[2] are used to express the partitioning in the application code. The code to be executed on the
hardware accelerator is set up as HMPPTM codelets. A codelet is a compute intensive function with well-

defined inputs and outputs. ASTEX works in three steps: the first collects hot paths in the application, the
second analyzes at run-time the memory accesses, the last step builds the codelets.

http://www.irisa.fr/caps/projects/Astex
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ASTEX
Code partitioning tool for hardware accelerators

Hot paths collection
The hotpaths found[3] are used to
determine part of the code that can
potentially be transformed as codelets.
This step tries to find a set of potential
codelets that covers most of the
execution time of the application.
Current implementation uses basic
block frequencies stored in a compress
trace. 

Memory access runtime analysis
This dynamic phase collects data size,
aliases and data structure accesses for
each potential codelets.

The memory analysis provides speculative
information that can then be used at the codelet
level to determine data transfers between the
main computing units and the accelerators.
These information can be used to guard the use
of the codelet. For instance, the hardware
accelerator can be activated only if the data size
is large enough to get speedup.

HMPPTM codelet construction
This static step transforms the application to explicitly insert the codelets into the application code. Hot
paths are converted into functions and HMPPTM directives are added. The HMPP directives are used to
express in and out parameters as well as other conditions to be verified at run-time. 


